
Well known in Germany, Shermine Shahrivar, born 
on 20th November 1982 in Iran, is a model, ac-
tress, beauty pageant titleholder, TV presenter 
and a health coach currently based in Berlin. SHERMINE 
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Shermine’s career started as Miss Germany in 2004 and Miss Eu-
rope in 2005. Since then she has appeared in various campaigns 
and events for DeGrisogono, Chopard, Schwarzkopf, American 
Apparel, Guiseppe Zanotti and others. She has worked with world 
renowned photographers like Mario Testino, Greg Lotus and Sante 
D’Orazio. Shermine also represented the brand Thomas Sabo 
Watches & Jewelry as brand ambassador next to Georgia May 
Jagger. 

Never settling for only being considered “a beautiful woman” she 
decided to study political sciences in Germany and moved to NY 
shortly after in order to study acting at the Lee Strasberg Institute 
until 2009.

Off the runway, Shermine showed her acting talent already in 
2004 when she worked as a TV presenter for the German media 
service Traumpartner TV. She appeared in various TV episodes 
and clips and starred in “Shanghai Baby” (2006) alongside Bai 
Ling and Luke Goss, “Alarm for Cobra 11” episode 300 and 
Wolfgang Petersen Film “Vier gegen die Bank” (2016). She also 
appered in “Traveling Light” (2021) next to Danny Huston and 
Stephen Dorff as well as “Corruption on Earth” (2022) a short 
film by Omid Mirnour.

In 2014, Shermine gave birth to her Daughter Daliah and put her 
career on hold to become a strong advocate for raising her child 
with an emphasis on family values and sustainability. She also 
took on a major role in contributing and raising attention for the 
American charity “Habitat for Humanity” and is an activist for the 
“Women, Life, Freedom” movement. 

Shermine also had studied at the New York Institute for Integra-
tive Nutrition, became a health coach and in 2020 had launched 
her first book “Happy Life Diät”.BiographyBiography
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In 2020 Shermine Shahrivar had launched her first book “Hap-
py Life Diät” that guides you to a healthy and happy self.

The book offers a holistic philosophy of life that guides you 
through six fundamental pillars: relationships, spirituality, sex-
uality, nutrition, beauty and sports that lead to a healthier and 
happier self. Far from diets and self-mortification and from an 
author who is the best role model based on her own life story. 

Source Thalia.de



RTL.DE interview: Shermine Shahrivar rechnet mit der Fashion-Welt ab

SAT1.DE : Studio guest and book talk: Shermine Shahrivar und die erfolgre-
ichen Männer 

T-ONLINE.DE: “Ich war traumatisiert und hatte jahrelang Schlafprobleme” 

FITFORFUN.DE: Interview about the book: Shermine Shahrivar im Interview: 
“Intervallfasten ist eine Lebensweise” 
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Shermine Shahrivar makes a statement about Iran at “Tribute to Bambi” in October 2022
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